NW DISTRICT LITERARY RALLY ASSOCIATION

2023 SWEEPSTAKES WINNERS

FIRST DIVISION

1ST PLACE  C.E. BYRD HIGH SCHOOL
2ND PLACE  ALEXANDRIA HIGH SCHOOL
3RD PLACE  NATCHITOCHES CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

SECOND DIVISION

1ST PLACE  CADDO MAGNET HIGH SCHOOL
2ND PLACE  BOLTON HIGH SCHOOL
3RD PLACE  BUCKEYE HIGH SCHOOL

3RD DIVISION

1ST PLACE  LOYOLA COLLEGE PREP ACADEMY
2ND PLACE  WINNFIELD HIGH SCHOOL
3RD PLACE  CALVARY BAPTIST ACADEMY

4TH DIVISION

1ST PLACE  EVANGEL CHRISTIAN ACADEMY
2ND PLACE  GLENMORA HIGH SCHOOL
3RD PLACE  ZWOLLE HIGH SCHOOL

5TH DIVISION

1ST PLACE  ST MARY’S HIGH SCHOOL
2ND PLACE  SALINE HIGH SCHOOL
3RD PLACE  DODSON HIGH SCHOOL